Reptation-breathing theory of pulsed electrophoresis: dynamic regimes, antiresonance and symmetry breakdown effects.
We apply the concepts of tube and reptation to the pulsed electrophoresis of DNA, considering both biased reptation and "breathing" modes (internal modes of the chain). Using suitable preaveraging approximations, analytical expressions are derived which relate displacement in crossed field electrophoresis to molecular weight, field strength, field period, pore size of the gel, and the angle between the field. These expressions provide scaling laws for the change of mobility when one (or more) of the parameters is varied as well as "universal" velocity versus molecular weight versus pulse time curves. These results are quantitatively compared with experiments. At some point which depends on field angle, field strength and chain length, however, we predict a failure of this model due to symmetry breakdown and loss of ergodicity. Qualitatively, this should lead to considerable band spreading and/or splitting of the highest DNA bands into two bands migrating sideways from the diagonal. The case of field inversion is also investigated. It is shown that only breathing modes can explain the strong differences in mobility experienced by chains of different length when opposite fields of equal amplitude are applied: the "trapping" of chains in conformations of low mobility is associated with an antiresonance-like coupling between the external field and the internal modes.